Ladakh is the region of mountain passes. To find best deals for Ladakh Hotels, Ladakh tour Packages log on to our Portal Ladakhdekho.com and find offers. Since time immemorial the mystery of region has been attracting curious tourists to discover the richness embedded in the nature's lap of this Ladakh land. We have given details of the prime places in Ladakh that will help you to explore the region without much confusion and difficulties. Official page of Ladakh Region. Land of High Passes. Ladakh Region updated their status. June 12, 2019 - Ladakh Region, Ladakh. Quite the same Wikipedia. Just better. In volume 2, the Ladakhi Chronicle describes the partition by King Skyid-lde-ngima-gon of his kingdom between his three sons, and then the chronicle described the extent of territory secured by that son. The following quotation is from page 94 of this book Find and book deals on the best resorts in Leh Ladakh, India! Explore guest reviews and book the perfect resort for your trip. Resorts in Leh Ladakh. Treat yourself! Your dream resort stay is just a few clicks away.